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Title 

Fracture Growth Monitoring Using EM Sensing 

Background 

Hydraulic fracturing is a technology that has evolved into a mature, 

complex level, The use of hydraulic fracturing is critical to the economical 

production of hydrocarbons; and is a significant portion of the well

development cost. Despite the progress, it is still not fully understood, and 

can be interpreted poorly, Although the physical laws governing fracturing 

are known, the constant emergence of new mechanisms indicates that the 

basic physics incorporated into models has not been sufficient to model a 

fracture fully.  

The reasons for the uncertainty surrounding the fracturing process are 

clear. The Earth is a complex, discontinuous medium, and historically there 

has been limited technology for observing or inferring fracturing results.  

Nothing can be done about the complexity of typical reservoirs in the Earth, 

and one can expect that difficulties with complexity will increase as more 

marginal reservoirs are exploited. On the other hand, diagnostic 

capabilities continue to improve and technology is reaching the point where 

fracture diagnostics can be applied by the average producer in problem 

situations, in new fields, or for validation of new fracturing techniques.  

Furthermore, as operators continue to work in difficult, complex lithologies, 

it becomes clear that stimulation problems cannot be solved without some 

diagnostic data from which judicious decisions can be made. Diagnostics 

cost money, but trial-and-error approaches often cost more money and can 

result in lost weils. Decisions on well spacing, field layout, sand 

concentrations and volumes, number of zones that can be stimulated in 
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one treatment, optimum perforation schedule, and many other operational 

parameters can be made correctly if the proper diagnostic information is 

available in a timely manner.  

Recent developments in the use of electromagnetic sensing to monitor 

water fronts during water injection of conventional oil formations offer the 

possibility of applying electromagnetic sensing to monitor fracture growth 

during hydraulic fracturing operations. The concept would be to deploy a 

distributed or multi-point electromagnetic sensing system into a hydraulic 

fracturing wellbore before hydraulic fracturing begins. And then to possibly 

use fracturing fluids with different resistivity properties as well as the use of 

particles that have desirable properties (e.g. coated electromagnetic 

particles). The change in electromagnetic field and/or reservoir properties 

could then potentially be used to monitor fracturing operations in real time 

to maximize reservoir production performance.  

There is a need then to develop these new capabilities for monitoring of 

the progress of hydraulic fracturing operations.  

Summary 

According to one aspect, the present invention provides a method for 

monitoring the progress of a hydraulic fracturing operation in a 

subterranean earth formation, the method comprising: installing a 

distributed series of electromagnetic sensors along a wellbore before 

hydraulic fracturing, each sensor comprising an optical waveguide and a 

material, wherein the material in each sensor changes shape in response 

to exposure to an electromagnetic field induced in the formation and strain 

is induced in the optical waveguide in response to the material changing 

shape; installing an electromagnetic field generating system for generating 

an electromagnetic field in the region of a horizontal wellbore; using the 

electromagnetic field generating system to generate an electromagnetic 
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field in the region of the horizontal wellbore; creating perforations along 

the wellbore spaced apart from the distributed series of electromagnetic 

sensors; selectively applying hydraulic fracturing fluid through chosen 

perforations; and measuring changes in the electromagnetic field of the 

formation from nearby electromagnetic sensors to monitor the progress of 

the hydraulic fracturing.  

According to another aspect, the present invention provides a hydraulic 

fracturing well monitoring system comprising: a horizontal wellbore with a 

series of perforations along the length of the wellbore; an electromagnetic 

field generating system for generating an electromagnetic field in the 

region of the horizontal wellbore; and a distributed series of 

electromagnetic sensors installed along the wellbore before hydraulic 

fracturing, each sensor comprising an optical waveguide and a material 

that changes shape in response to exposure to an electromagnetic field 

and strain is induced in the optical waveguide in response to the material 

changing shape.  
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Brief Description of the Drawings 

Figure 1 illustrates a representative cross-section of a horizontal wellbore 

showing one possible technique for deploying a distributed electromagnetic 

sensing system.  

Figure 2 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore in the early stages of 

perforation.  

Figure 3 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore with more extensive 

perforations in one region.  

Figure 4 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore with fracturing in one 

region.  

Figure 5 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore with fracturing beginning 

in a new region.  

Figure 6 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore more extensive fracturing 

in the new region.  

Figure 7 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore much more extensive 

fracturing in both regions.  
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Detailed Description 

This need for new monitoring capabilities is addressed in the following 

approach.  

Repesetaivey ilutraedin F'IG. 1 is a system- 10 for usel. with a 

suberananwell, and an assoc-iate-.d mnethod, which syse and 

method can embody principles of this disclosure. e it should be 

clerlyunderstood that th~e sy-stemn -10 anmetihod are erely- one 

example of an application of the, principles of this disclosure inprcie 

and a wie variety of other examples are possible Therefore,, the Scope 

of disclosure is not limited at all to the details of the systern 10 nd 

method descr-ibe~d herein and/or depicted. in the drawings, 

In the FIG, I, system, 10 is illustraking a down Iar look at a horizontaI 

welibore deploye--d within a shale formn-ation 14. Illustrate-d are a series 

of optical eetoanicsensors 20 inst-aed in the wellbore 16 

along an optical cable 18. The, cable 18 and sensors 20 iusrtdin this 

le ain cement 22 surrounding 24.  

In the FIG. 1 system1,o n is aby detecting 

changes in resistivity in the formation 14 over time, This is preferably 

acopihdby mesring rel.sistivity\, conutrasts. T"he resistivity of the 

formiationi 14 is obtained through the measuirem ent ofelcrant 

fields in the f"ormation using the,- optical or electrical electrom-agnetic 

se:'nsors 20, which are preferably permnanently insta -lled in thie we, ,libore 

16, so that continuous monitoring over tim-e is available.  

In this example shown, transm itters 26 permanently installed in the 

wellbore can be used to geyconsisting 

of electric and mantcfield components, Tihus-, electrom,'-agnetic 
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fields 28 (e.primar, sry, yet fed)aeind'uced in the 

for-mation 14. However, it should be clearly, understood that the 

scope of this disclosure is notlimited at -Al to ainy particular waVf 

inducing e r fields in ai formation, or to any particula,"Nr 

typ ofeletroagnticfiedsinducedinafrto.  

The transmiter 26 could comprise cois external to the s 24,In 

other exaplsthe casing 24 itself could be used t generate the 

eeomagnet fieds 28, such as, by usin')-g the casing a'N 

,onductor.  

Infurther examples, the transmitter 26 could be positioned in another 

welbore, at the earth's surface, or in another location. The scope of 

this disclosure is not limited to any p"articuar position of atrs 

toany ptltype of transmitter, or to any particular technique for 

genertingan electromagnetic field in the formation 14, 

The sensors 20 detect the electromgnc fd 2 

of the eecromgnti field 28 are then inverte.d to obta.-in the 

resistivity of the frnation 14 in the vicinity of each Sensor.  

In some exampies, a time- e mn my beperfored, in 

which o nc fields at each sensor 20 oaionar 

measured as a: function of tm.In a timne-k.apsemesrensyt, 

first a sensor, signai is recorde--,d at a timie before hydraulic fract-uring 

ha~s begun. Teas hydraulic fractuwrn eadvances a differential 

signal (btenthe no frcuigcase and with the fra -cturing case) -At 

each sensor is recorded. As fracturing prcc)(Nieds a-ind approaches 

doser to a particular sensor 20, the dierenti signal gets larger. The 

intensity of the signal can indicae the progress of the fracture front.  

The final output of the sysenn could either be rersistivity or 
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eletrmanetc ied, depending on a post- processing algorithmin used, 

Directfld measurement is cormparatively straightforward, while 

converting the direct to resistivity makes the p3ost

processing more coplicated, 

BasicallAy, in the sensors 20, aps perturbation interacts wth an 

optical waveguie toc direc-tly modvua light traveling through thel 

waveguifde, This m-odulated signai travels back along the same or 

another waveguide to a signal ierro o system, where the signl is 

denodui a. ted, and the correspknding per station is determined, 

PreferablN an optical fiber (or another optical waveguide, such asan 

optical ribbon, etc.) is bonded to or jacketed or coated by a 

Nmnetic material which is am sa uYseNd as. a 

magnetic field receiver. Su.h m,.erials undergo a change in shape or 

dimesion (eg, elongation or contraction) in the esne of a 

mragnetic fIed 

This prpryis known as mgestiioSomne widely used 

nmcagnetostrictive rnateriais are Co, Fe, Ni, and iron-based alloys 

ME TGLAS(TM.) and TERFENOL-D(TM.).  

The sensors 20 can be us ed to mneasure- electric filswhen the 

optical waveguidIle is bondled to or jacketed or coated by a ferroelect-ric 

m-aterial which, is an electro~strictive m-ateriaL. Ferroele .ctric m-aterials 

undekl'rgo a change i shape or dimension in the presence of anecr 

fid, This property is known as ctro sto~.Som xamples o 

electrostrictivecrmc are ned agnesiumrn niobate (PMN), la 

<N' -.. - 6 " 

kng esuiA ibteia titan ,, ... , PT and lanhaNa 

( N rrL <,) 
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H o we ve r, it should be cll uFderstood fia the scope of this 

disclosure is not united t lo se of any particular matoave or 

plrorictile material Any suit-mable mtiartwhic The changshe in  

response to exposure roprti eangnetic belectroc field macbe used, 

The se of su.h a distributed cage mnitoing system in a 

hydraulic m fracturing operation mabe sriprogre.ssively in t 

foowving series of Figures 2-7, Fracturing fluids can be made with 

different resistivity, and can also be mixed with particles that have desirable 

properties like e.g. coated electro-magnetic particles. The change in EM 

field and/or reservoir properties can then be used to model fracture growth, 

size and shape. This information can be used to enhance models and 

fracture treatments in real-time to maximize reservoir contact.  

By having multiple sources and receivers, conclusions can be drawn by 

looking at deviations from base-line, and/or by measuring resistivity before, 

during and after a fracture. Different fluid path changes and the area that is 

covered will give different measurement signals between various sensors.  

The resistive path from Source 1 (S1) to Receiver 2 (R2) changes as 

fracture fluid enters the reservoir and fractures the rock in the path from S1 

to R2. Additional change occurs as the fracturing progresses.  

Consider Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates a hydraulic fracturing wellbore that 

has been perforated in 2 different locations with 4 perforations each. Figure 

2 and the remaining figures are a downward look into a formation in which 

a horizontal wellbore with a series of sources (S1, S2, S3. etc) and 

receivers (R1, R2, R3, etc.) are shown deployed along the wellbore. The 

Sources may be envisioned as the perforations in the well bore through 

which hydraulic fluids may flow and the Receivers may be thought of as 

locations where electromagnetic sensors lie. In this idealized case there 

are exactly alternating Sources and Receivers, but the concept is not 

limited to the idealized case. The eight "spikes" shown are initial fractures
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early in the process from the initial perforations. Figure 3 then might 

represent a later period in which the fracturing process has started and the 

perforations grow as the pressure increases, fluid enters and expands the 

perforations on the right hand region along the wellbore.  

Figure 4 now illustrates that the region around S6 has now undergone the 

first hydraulic fracturing, represented by the spreading fracture cracks. The 

zone around S1/S2 is still only perforated.  

Figure 5 now iustrates the beginning of hydraulic fra,-cturing around the 

region of S1/2, It is envisioned that this can be done in an 

experin-,ental fashion by, for exrpleplacing a packer (not shown) in 

tlh~e region betwe-_en S3 and S5 so that hydraulic fracturing cou'.ld be 

done preferentially in the S1-S3 region.  

By having multiple sources and receivers, conclusions can be drawn by 

looking at deviations from base-line, and/or by measuring resistivity before, 

during and after a fracture. Different fluid path changes and the area that is 

covered will give different measurement signals between various sensors.  

The resistive path from Source 1 (S1) to Receiver 2 (R2) changes as 

fracturing fluids enters the reservoir and fractures the rock in the path from 

S1 to R2. Additional change occurs as the fracturing progresses.  

As the fracturing proceeds with source 1 active in Figure 6 the signal 

reaches receiver 2 and Receiver 3 during the fracturing. Progressively 

Receiver R2 and then R3 will experience a changing resistivity.  

Finally in advanced stages (see Figure 7) of the hydraulic fracturing with 

the source 1 active signals eventually reach R2, R3 R6, and R7.  

The information gathered during this controlled operation can be combined 

with Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS), Distributed Temperature Sensing 
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(DTS) and pressure measurements to provide near well bore 

measurements in addition to micro-seismic and tilt measurements used for 

reservoir diagnostics.  

The combinations of all of this information will enhance the ability to predict 

and optimize reservoir contact and provide significant advantages in well 

completion.  

Although certain embodiments and their advantages have been described 

herein in detail, it should be understood that various changes, substitutions 

and alterations could be made without departing from the coverage as 

defined by the appended claims. Moreover, the potential applications of the 

disclosed techniques is not intended to be limited to the particular 

embodiments of the processes, machines, manufactures, means, methods 

and steps described herein. As a person of ordinary skill in the art will 

readily appreciate from this disclosure, other processes, machines, 

manufactures, means, methods, or steps, presently existing or later to be 

developed that perform substantially the same function or achieve 

substantially the same result as the corresponding embodiments described 

herein may be utilized. Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to 

include within their scope such processes, machines, manufactures, 

means, methods or steps.  

Throughout the description and claims of this specification, the word 

"comprise" and variations of the word, such as "comprising" and 

"comprises", is not intended to exclude other additives, components, 

integers or steps.  

The discussion of documents, acts, materials, devices, articles and the like 

is included in this specification solely for the purpose of providing a context 

for the present invention. It is not suggested or represented that any or all 

of these matters formed part of the prior art base or were common general 

knowledge in the field relevant to the present invention as it existed before 

the priority date of each claim of this application.  
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The claims defining the invention are as follows: 

1. A method for monitoring the progress of a hydraulic fracturing 

operation in a subterranean earth formation, the method comprising: 

a. installing a distributed series of electromagnetic sensors along 

a wellbore before hydraulic fracturing, each sensor comprising 

an optical waveguide and a material, wherein the material in 

each sensor changes shape in response to exposure to an 

electromagnetic field induced in the formation and strain is 

induced in the optical waveguide in response to the material 

changing shape; 

b. installing an electromagnetic field generating system for 

generating an electromagnetic field in the region of a 

horizontal wellbore; 

c. using the electromagnetic field generating system to generate 

an electromagnetic field in the region of the horizontal 

wellbore; 

d. creating perforations along the wellbore spaced apart from the 

distributed series of electromagnetic sensors; 

e. selectively applying hydraulic fracturing fluid through chosen 

perforations; and 

f. measuring changes in the electromagnetic field of the 

formation from nearby electromagnetic sensors to monitor the 

progress of the hydraulic fracturing.  

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the material comprises a 

magnetorestrictive material.  

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the material comprises an 

electrorestrictive material.  
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4. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the material 

is bonded directly to or coated on the optical waveguide.  

5. The method of any one of the preceding claims further comprising 

installing the distributed series of electromagnetic sensors within a 

wellbore.  

6. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4 further comprising installing 

the distributed series of electromagnetic sensors in cement between 

a casing and a wellbore.  

7. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the hydraulic 

fracturing fluids used comprise coated electromagnetic particles.  

8. A hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system comprising: 

a. a horizontal wellbore with a series of perforations along the 

length of the wellbore; 

b. an electromagnetic field generating system for generating an 

electromagnetic field in the region of the horizontal wellbore; 

and 

c. a distributed series of electromagnetic sensors installed along 

the wellbore before hydraulic fracturing, each sensor 

comprising an optical waveguide and a material that changes 

shape in response to exposure to an electromagnetic field and 

strain is induced in the optical waveguide in response to the 

material changing shape.  

9. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of claim 8 wherein 

the electromagnetic field generating system comprises one or more 

electromagnetic generators installed in the wellbore.  
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10. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of claim 8 wherein 

the electromagnetic field generating system comprises coils external 

to the casing of the wellbore.  

11. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of claim 8 wherein 

the electromagnetic field generating system is positioned in a nearby 

wellbore.  

12. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of claim 8 wherein 

the electromagnetic field generating system is positioned at the 

earth's surface.  

13. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of any one of claims 

8 to 12 wherein the material is bonded directly to or coated on the 

optical waveguide.  

14. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of any one of claims 

8 to 13 wherein the distributed series of electromagnetic sensors is 

permanently installed in a wellbore.  

15. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of any one of claims 

8 to 14 wherein the distributed series of electromagnetic sensors is 

positioned in cement between a casing and a wellbore.  

16. The hydraulic fracturing well monitoring system of any one of claims 

8 to 15 wherein the distributed series of electromagnetic sensors 

detect changes in the resistivity of the formation.  
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